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You are special because you are unique. 

Each one of you is special and unique! Unique means that there is something so special about you that no one else is like you 
in the same way. Maybe you have a special freckle or scar on your skin; maybe you speak a different language or have more 
brothers and sisters than your classmates. Maybe you are a great speller or enjoy art. Maybe you live with an aunt, uncle or 
grandma. Maybe you take medicine every day or use a wheelchair to move around. Maybe you speak or look different because 
your brain was made different before you were born. 

Instead of saying unique, you could also say different. Some people think that it is bad to be different or that the word differ-
ent is bad, but it is not! It is just another way to say unique and remember you are special because you are unique! 

You are special because you are the same.

Even though you are unique, you are also special because you have things in common with the people around you. When you 
have things that are the same as other people, it is easy to understand one another and get along. Just like your friends, you 
have feelings, you like to laugh and have fun, you go to school and you are in a classroom. Maybe you like the same books, 
same colors and like to play the same games. 

What is a disability?

A disability is something that can make you look different, act different or makes certain things harder. For example, if you 
have a math disability, it might be hard for you to count; if you have a reading disability, it might be hard for you learn how to 
read. If you have a physical disability, your body might not move like everyone else’s and if you have a developmental disability 
then your brain has to think differently. We all have abilities and disabilities; some are just easier to see than others. 

"Don't walk in front of me, I may 
not follow. Don't walk behind me, 
I may not lead. Just walk beside 

me and be my friend."  
-Albert Camus

Content for this program developed by: Ann Trudgeon, Colleen Isaiello, Dusty Teague, Herb Eakers, Jenifer Randle and Jamie Jenkins

Embracing DiffErEncEs

Dear Teacher,

I am proud to share with you “A Place for You and Me,” written by inspir-
ing teachers and advocates.

Disabilities are natural and can affect anyone at any time. I hope you will 
use this curriculum as my teacher Socrates would have – to challenge your 
students’ assumptions and beliefs about the ABILITIES of students with dis-
abilities. We are all more alike than different!

I also hope you and your students will use this guide to enforce the idea 
of inclusion and equality of students with disabilities. The writers of this 
curriculum and guide passionately believe that inclusion benefi ts everyone! 
We all need “A Place for You and Me.”

I encourage you to use the activities in the curriculum with your students. 
But if your schedule and your curriculum are too full, let me use with you 
the Socratic Method to help you think about how and where you might 
include these concepts in your planned lessons.

When you teach language skills, could you include in those lessons that 
some people communicate not with spoken language, but with sign lan-
guage, Braille, and computers which speak for them? What is the goal of 
language if not to communicate? And if someone doesn’t “speak” in the 
same manner as you, how would you communicate?

During reading or story time, could you use one of the books listed in this 
guide and read to children about a child with a disability?

When teaching problem solving skills, could one example be solving a 
problem or challenge faced by a student with a disability? For example, if 
a student who used a wheelchair wished to participate in a game of dodge 
ball, how could his teammates help him to participate?

You may wonder how I came to write the introduction to this guide. Well, 
to paraphrase myself, “If you ask what is the good of education, education 
makes good men and women. Good men and women act nobly.” Please 
consider using this curriculum with your students so they will always act 
nobly toward those with disabilities.

Plato* 
The Academy

* Plato, who lived from 428-437 B.C., obviously had no hand in writing this introduction; but the 
authors hope that by his “endorsement” you’ll be more inclined to read through, use and adapt 
this curriculum as you see fi t with your students. Plato is credited as the founder of The Academy 
in Athens – the fi rst institution of higher learning in the Western world. Along with his teacher 
and mentor Socrates, and his most famous student, Aristotle, Plato helped to lay the foundation of 
Western philosophy and science. As such, we could think of no fi ner person to introduce this cur-

riculum to you!
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Let’s play a game! On a piece of paper, copy the picture 
below, then: 

•	 In	the	small	circle,	write	your	name.	
•	 In	the	next	circle,	write	the	names	of	the	most	important	

people in your life. You may have a lot of names; you may 
only have a few. This can be friends, family, church mem-
bers, teachers, etc. 

•	 In	the	biggest	circle,	write	the	names	of	your	acquaintanc-
es; an acquaintance is someone you know but is not consid-
ered an important person in your life . 

 
Was it easy to think of people who are important in your life? 
How about the people that are acquaintances? Do you think 
it was easy for the other students in your class? How would 
you feel if someone in your class or your school only had four 
names to write in their circles? 

There is a student in Oklahoma named Michael and when he 
was done playing this game, Michael only had four names on 
his paper; his dad, his brother, his teacher and his dad’s best 
friend. 

Michael goes to school just like you, but the other students 
in his classroom call him different and won’t play with him or 
be his friend. 

Imagine what it would be like if Michael was in your class and 
you talked to him and became his friend even though every-
one else thought he was too different to be their friend. You 
would become one of the most important people in Michael’s 
life; you would be his first friend!

your name

Michael

Dad

Joey

Mrs. Taylor

Doug

names of the most 
important people

acquaintances

circlE of friEnDs

Note from Colleen Iasiello:  

People with disabilities experience exclusion more than people without dis-
abilities. We may not mean to do it, but we may not know how to include 
them. Realize that this can be one of those times when students become 
the real teachers. You can help change the environment of your school, 
the perceptions surrounding disabilities, and the quality of life for people 
in your community, both with and without disabilities. You can help create 
new understandings not only with your knowledge, but more importantly, 
with your actions. 

Is there a student in your classroom with a disability or do your students 
have interactions with students with disabilities at some point throughout 
the day? Remember, you and your students have the potential to make 
a world of difference in someone’s life. Encourage your students to say 
hello to the students with disabilities when they see them. Whether it is a 
hello as they pass in the hall or sitting in the cafeteria encourage them to 

start small and work on building a relationship with their peers. Start with 
an honest compliment like “I like your shirt or backpack,” or “I like that 
sticker on your wheelchair.” Remind your students about Michael from the 
Circle of Friends activity and what an impact they could make on Michael’s 
life if someone other than his teacher or his dad were to talk to him. And 
even more than that consider the difference a “Michael” could have on 
your life or your students’ lives!

In years past, children with disabilities were excluded and not expected or 
encouraged to interact with students without disabilities. In some schools, 
students are labeled as regular or special education students. Students with 
disabilities are the “special education” students and all other students are 
“regular.” In reality, both labels are wrong and limiting. How do you feel 
about being labeled “regular”? What does regular mean? Do you think 
everything about you is “regular”? 
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Ability: the capacity to do something; ability that helps you 
achieve something great

Acceptance: a willingness to take or agree to something

Adaptive Education: modifications made to education 
through the use of materials, instructional strategies and 
methods, or expectations for individual differences

Adaptive Equipment: anything that helps 
people do something

Appreciation: recognition of the value 
of people and things

Asperger Syndrome: difficulty with 
social interactions, repeated behaviors, 
and delayed development

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Dis-
order (ADHD): hyperactivity, impulsive-
ness, and lack of attention

Autism: difficulties with communication, feel-
ings, relationships and change

Awareness: attention to information and knowledge about 
anything

Change: to become different

Choice: making a decision

Community: a group sharing a common interest, location 
or heritage

Different: being unlike someone or something else 

Disability: not having the ability to perform an activity con-
sidered to be usual for people. Disabilities can be temporary 
or permanent

Discovery: the act of learning or realizing something new

Dyscalculia: difficulty with numbers and math 

Dyslexia: a disability with reading, spelling and writing; 
more common in boys

Empathy: the ability to understand others feelings

Hearing Aide: device worn in an ear to help 
make sounds louder

Hearing Impairment: difficulty hearing

Inclusion: attitude and actions that al-
low everyone to participate

Patience: ability to wait in a quiet and 
calm manner

Prejudice: judging before you have all the 
information

Relationship: two or more people with some-
thing in common

Respect: to recognize value in a person, place or thing

Sensory Integration Disorder: difficulty processing infor-
mation received through the senses

Stereotyping: making a mental picture or assumption based 
on a certain group

Sympathy: feeling sorry for another

Tolerance: honoring the right to be different or have  
differences

Visual Impairment: difficulty seeing

?

DEfiniTions

Activities: 

Let’s explore the labels of “regular” and “special” education through the 
following activities. 

“Regular Education”: 

Look up or have a student look up the defi nition of “regular.” See how 
many students think the label of “regular” describes their personality, 
style, hair, and behavior. How many students think the label doesn’t really 
describe their actions, behaviors, and interests? Why did your students feel 
this way? According to the defi nition, do you think most of the people in 
your school fi t the label? Do you think it’s a label you would choose for 
yourself?

Have your students choose one word that best describes them. Make a list 
for all to see. Allow the class to agree or disagree but don’t change the 
one word description at any point or allow students to suggest a differ-
ent word. They simply agree or disagree and may respectfully and kindly 
explain why. See the example below:

Next, begin with a volunteer or the teacher. Eleven students agree that 
“strict” best describes Mrs. Smith. Let’s make sure that we understand what 
strict means by reading a defi nition of the word and then talking about it. 
What does strict look like? How do strict people act? Once everyone under-
stands clearly, begin to point out ways in which you are not strict. “Remem-
ber when I gave you candy before lunch even though we aren’t suppose to 
have it?” “How about the time I let you wear your pajama pants to school 
for the day or the time I let you play games the last twenty minutes of the 
day instead of doing work? “

Once everyone has agreed, you may continue by defi ning and understand-
ing each student’s word. The idea is to allow the students to conclude that 
ONE WORD could never describe us, nor should it defi ne us. 

“Special Education”: 

Have your students defi ne the word “special” in their own words. Have 
them describe a special outing with their parents, a special gift they got for 
their birthday or a special event they attended. Instead of the word “spe-
cial”, have them choose another word that describes that special thing. Is 
there one word that can fully describe that experience for them? Now, ask 
them to defi ne what “special education” means in their own words. Does 
the word special in “special education” mean the same as it did when they 
were talking about their special gift or experience? Does the word “spe-
cial” accurately describe “special education”? 

Defi ne “disability”:

Have several students defi ne the word “disability” in terms of a person 
with a disability. Point out that many words used to describe disability are 
limiting and negative. Suggest a new defi nition- “Disability is a body part 
that works differently than is typical.”

Name  WORD AGREE DISAGREE

Gail serious 9 11

Sam quiet 18 2

Kalli shy 15 5

Laura funny 20 0

Steven short 21 0

Mrs. Smith strict 11 9
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builDing communiTiEs anD Embracing DiffErEncEs
We are all part of a community; a place where groups of 

people live, work, go to school and interact together. 
Your classroom, school, neighborhood and city are all exam-
ples of communities. 

Communities are made of different types of people. Each 
person in a community is both alike and different than other 
people in their community. Some people have brown hair, 
some have blonde, some people are short and some are tall. 
Some people like animals, others do not. Some people are 
great swimmers, others are afraid of the water. No two peo-
ple in a community or even the whole world are exactly the 
same and that is what makes communities and the people in 
them so special!

It is important that everyone in a community has a chance to 
be included and allowed to do things with everyone else. You 
would not want to be left out of a school activity because you 
had brown hair or be the only person who does not know a 
secret that all of your classmates are sharing. 

How boring would it be if we all looked the same?  

There are so many people who are different from you 
that would make great friends! 

“Courage is what it takes to 
stand up and speak; courage 

is also what it takes to sit 
down and listen.”  
Winston Churchill

Look for Lesson 1 on community building in the May 10th edition of The Oklahoman.

Note from Colleen Iasiello: 
We all live in communities. 

When people come together on a regular basis for shared reasons such as 
school, church, or work we often try to create environments that help build 
positive relationships. This is often called “building community” or “team 
building.” Sometimes it is easy to build community because the things we 
have in common are easy to identify and most people feel comfortable be-
ing around people just like themselves. 
However, we may feel embarrassed, confused, or unsure what to say or 
how to act around people who we think are different from us. This is often 
the case when people fi nd themselves in a situation with a person that has 
a disability. Some disabilities are easy to recognize such as when a person 
is using a wheelchair or hearing aides, or is perhaps missing an arm or leg. 
Other disabilities are more diffi cult to recognize, such as a brain injury, a 
learning disability, or a behavioral disability.

It is diffi cult for many of us to understand disabilities because most of us 
grew up around adults who told us “don’t stare” or “don’t talk to them.” 
If we are taught not to interact or even to ignore people, how can we ever 
learn, understand, or fi nd things we may have in common with people who 
have disabilities? Without a relationship with someone with a disability, we 
often don’t know how to answer some of our own questions like “How do 
I talk to someone who has a hearing impairment when I don’t know Sign 
Language?”, “What if I accidently say something to offend them?”, “What 
do I do when they need help and I don’t know what to do?” or “Why 
should I even try?” 

Let’s start with the last question: why should we try? The simple answer, 
and perhaps the most important to understand is that they are just people 
who happen to have a disability. They are more like us than they are differ-
ent. No one wants to be left out or ignored. No one wants to be laughed 
at our pointed at. No one wants to be left out because of something they 
cannot control. 

-------------------------------

For children or adults that do not regularly interact with people with dis-
abilities there are some key concepts that are important to be of aware 
of to maintain positive, respectful interactions. Some of these have been 
highlighted throughout the student workbook. 

We are all different from one another in a number of ways; a disability is 
just one example. 

A person’s disability does not automatically label them as “friendly” or 
“mean”; their personalities and skills are as varied as everyone else’s. 
You build a relationship with a person with a disability just like you would 
anyone else, basing your relationship on common interest, values, person-
ality and background. 
A person with a disability is just as capable as anyone else. We all have dif-
ferent abilities, some strong and some less effective. 
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Remember when we said we all have disabilities; some are 
just easier to see than others? A person who is visually 

impaired cannot see the same as everyone else. Sometimes 
they cannot see at all. 

Close your eyes and imagine what it would be like if 
you had to do the following without using your eyes 
to see: 

-walk to school in the morning
-read a book
-pick out matching clothes in the morning
-eat your lunch
-play tag on the playground
-write your name
-play video games
-watch a movie

How would you read a book in school if you couldn’t 
see the words on the page? 

When someone is visually impaired, they read by using their 
fingers and a special system called Braille where each letter of 
the alphabet is turned into a series of raised dots or bumps. 
When someone who is visually impaired runs their fingers 
over the bump, they are able to read each letter and then 
each word; they can do the same for numbers too!

Have you ever seen Braille?    

When someone says the word green, you can picture many 
green things like trees, grass, or snakes. Every time you see 
something green, your mind remembers it; this is called long 

term memory. If you have never seen shapes, sizes, textures, 
lengths, or colors, your brain does not have a visual memory 
or picture of those so it can not imagine what that looks like. 
This is what someone with a visual impairment experiences 
on a regular basis. They learn to create a memory through 
the other senses: touch, smell, taste, and hearing. 
 

Activity: 

One student reads, one draws. 

Read: “On my vacation to Madagascar I saw a beautiful ani-
mal that was very tweaky with long beautiful smow-hos. It 
walked on four leapos, tightly woven snoodles and when it 
opened its mouth, four leedy stips stuck down.” 

Draw a picture of the animal described by your partner. 
Share your drawing. 

What does a snoodle and some of the other parts of the ani-
mal look like? Was it hard to draw them? Why? Would it have 
been easier to draw if you knew what a snoodle looked like? 
Why? 

b  r  a  i  l  l  E

“Life is not always fair but 
it’s full of opportunities”  

– Colleen Iasiello 

Activity:

People who have a visual impairment develop their tactile senses as a way 
to learn about their world. Put 10-15 objects in a paper bag and blindfold 
students. Without any verbal cues have them reach in and identify an 
object by feel. Place a number of coins and bills in the bag. Ask students to 
identify the amounts. Discuss how someone who has a visual impairment 
counts money and makes change. 

Answer: There are numerous ways in which someone who has a visual 
impairment can manage money. Coins are easy since each coin is a differ-
ent size; however, bills are harder. There is no right or wrong method here, 
whatever works best for that person is the method that should be used. 
However, here are some of the most common solutions: 

- Place differing bills in separate pockets within your wallet. For examples, 
$1 bill in the fi rst pocket, $5 bills in the second and so on. 

- Bill folding is very common. Here, each denomination receives a different, 
unique fold. For example, the top left corner is folded down on a $1 bill. 
A $5 is folded in half, and so on. 

- There are various technologies available now such as: 

- Pocket scanners that will scan the bill and state out loud the amount.

- Braille punch that will imprint a number in Braille on the bill. 

- Cell phone applications where you can take a picture of the bill and the  
amount will be stated out loud.

Using a piece of paper and a pencil, create the outline of various letters by 
pushing your pencil through the paper to create raised bumps. Have stu-
dents feel the bumps to identify the letters and numbers they are feeling. 
Let your students know that just as they used touch to determine what let-
ter they were reading, people who have visual impairments rely on Braille 
in the same way. Use the chart above to begin teaching your students how 
to write their name using Braille. For a simpler activity, you can use stickers 
or markers to draw the letters on paper as a way of at least visually explor-
ing Braille without the need to create a three-dimensional version.
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You’ve imagined what it would be like if you couldn’t see. 
Now, imagine what it would be like if you could not hear. 

When a person cannot hear, they are hearing impaired. 

Imagine what it would be like if you had to do the  
following without being able to hear: 

-listen to your friends talk
-listen to Justin Bieber songs
-play tag on the playground
-hear the ice cream truck coming
-follow directions
-know when the phone or your doorbell rings
-take shelter when the tornado siren goes off

How would you talk to your friends if you couldn’t hear 
what they were saying to you? 

When someone is hearing impaired, they talk by using their 
fingers to spell out words; they also use their fingers to create 
“signs” which describe a whole word at once. This is called Sign 
Language. When using Sign Language, someone might spell 
out their name “J-A-M-I-E” but use a sign for the word “girl.” 

Here are students demonstrating the fun and beauty of com-
municating with Sign Language. Can you guess what they  
are signing? 

Did You Know? 

Baseball hand signals used by umpires to signify 

balls, strikes, out and safe originate from outfielder 

William Hoy’s request to umpires that they use sign 

language because he was hearing impaired and 

could not hear the umpires’ verbal calls. 

Activity: 

Think of everything you do that requires you to hear or listen 
from the time you wake up to the time you go to bed. Make a 
list of these things. How would your day change if you could 
no longer hear these things? Would you have to do some 
things in a new way? How would you know when it was time 
for recess or the end of the school day? How would you fol-
low directions and complete your assignments if you could 
not hear your teacher’s voice?

sign languagE

municating with Sign Language. Can you guess what they 
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Answers) A. Happy B. Thank You C. Love D. Brother E. Sister

A

D

E

B C

Teach your students how to recite their ABC’s using sign language. Have 
them practice spelling out common words using the alphabet they just 
learned. If available, bring in your school’s sign language interpreter to 
demonstrate how people who have hearing impairments communicate 
with those around them using sign language. 

Show a short, interesting movie or cartoon with the sound off. Ask the 
children to write answers to some questions about the movie. Some of 
the questions should be actual questions about the plot that cannot be 
answered without hearing the script. Some should be ones that can be an-
swered on what is seen. Show the movie again with sound. Ask the ques-
tions again. After someone answers the questions correctly, fi nd out what 

some of the answers were when no one could hear them. Other questions 
you might discuss:

What were you able to understand even though you couldn’t hear?

What senses can a person who has a hearing impairment use to under-
stand what’s going on?

What diffi culties would you have to overcome if you were hearing im-
paired?

Aside from the fact that so many words do not appear clearly on the lips 
of the speakers, lip-reading is diffi cult because your eyes must always be 
alert. If you blink or look away, you might miss a whole idea. Write a letter 
on the blackboard but as soon as you write one letter, erase it. The children 
must look down to write the letter that has just appeared. Write and erase 
quickly enough so that many of the students miss some of the letters. Ask 
what the word is. Then do a few words saying the letter aloud as you write 
it. Which way is easier – getting letters by just looking or by both looking 
and listening? Why?

For even more fun, do a quick Google search for things the children say 
everyday like bathroom, lunch, paper, pencil, please, thank you, nap, etc. 
Or to go even further, make up a game where every time a student uses 
sign language to express themselves they get a “point” and at the end of 
the week who ever has the most points gets a prize.

Sign Language Websites: 

http://www.aslpro.com/cgi-bin/aslpro/aslpro.cgi” http://www.aslpro.com/
cgi-bin/aslpro/aslpro.cgi

http://www.handspeak.com/” http://www.handspeak.com/

http://www.lifeprint.com/” http://www.lifeprint.com/
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mal look like? Was it hard to draw them? Why? Would it have 
been easier to draw if you knew what a snoodle looked like? 
Why? 

b  r  a  i  l  l  E

“Life is not always fair but 
it’s full of opportunities”  

– Colleen Iasiello 



Note from Colleen Iasiello: 

Newspapers are too full of stories of bullying and certainly bullying is 
unacceptable in any form, but for every bully there are dozens of kind and 
caring children. In fact in working with young children I fi nd that most 
children are great at solving problems in the most simplistic and common 
sense ways. They have an almost uncanny, intrinsic knowledge of what is 
fair and what is kind.. As they grow older they hone in on their ability to 
justify their unfair and unkind choices. Without adult discussion, interven-
tion, and deliberate intent to create empathy, children may grow into 
adulthood without the ability to empathize with others and act with com-
passion. Without empathy, we remain egocentric in our thinking. Without 
compassion, as a society, we are left to our own demise.

------------------------------
Our words infl uence both our understanding and behavior in everyday life. 
When interacting with or referring to a person with a disability, proper 
language is extremely important. 

People fi rst language puts the person before the disability. Say “she uses 
a wheelchair” instead of “she’s in a wheelchair” or “a boy with quadriple-
gia” rather than “a quadriplegic boy.” 
The word “handicap” describes a barrier placed on someone by society and 
is not a synonym for disability.
Stress a person’s abilities rather than their limitations; “uses a wheelchair” 
or “communicates through sign language. 
Unless it is necessary, you do not need to use a person’s disability as a 
description of that person. Do you label your friends as “normal” or “able-
bodied” when describing them to others? 

Activities: 
Have your right handed students complete an assignment using their left 
hand and vice-versa. It can be a written assignment such as copying a 
sentence from the board or it can be a physical activity such shooting the 
basketball. This will allow them to realize the many functions that many 
of us take for granted and will also give them a great sense of empathy 
towards their peers who might have a disability and need to work harder 
to complete the same assignments on a regular basis. 

Ask two children to come to the front of the room and sit in chairs back to 
back. Explain that some children with hearing, listening, processing, and 
memory disabilities fi nd it confusing to follow even a few simple direc-
tions. To illustrate how frustrating this would be, read a list of 15 direc-
tions, such as “stand up, hands on shoulders, turn around, spell your name 
backwards.” Tell the two children that you will read the list through once 
and then you want them to follow the directions in order. Have several 
pairs of children try this experiment.

Discussion: 
Ask them all how they felt trying to remember everything. How would 
they feel if they felt this overwhelmed by other people whenever they 
were asked to follow directions? How  many times a day are students given 
directions and expected to follow them? How could they help a student 
who is having diffi culty following a set of classroom directions? How would 
it be to be the one struggling with the directions that seemed so easy for 
the rest of the class? How could the classroom community help or hurt a 
student with a disability? 
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We all know how important it is to respect our things and our friends’ things. You would not want some-
one to ride your bike without asking or take a pencil from your hand to write their name. It is important 

to share, but some things are not meant to be shared all the time. When someone is in a wheelchair or uses a 
walker to help them during the day, it is the same as your bike or pencil would be to you. We must respect each 
other’s things. 

Just like some of us are shy or more outgoing, not everyone that uses a wheelchair, is hearing or visually im-
paired, has Autism, or any other differences are the same. We all think, feel and react differently. Some people 
want to tell how much they weigh, some don’t. Some people want to talk about their families, others don’t. 
Some people are embarrassed by their differences, others are comfortable with who they are. Not everyone 
wants to talk about their disability, but some people don’t mind. 

Just like each person, each disability is different. Some people have difficultly sitting still, controlling their 
body, focusing, staying quiet when needed, keeping their hands to themselves, controlling their voice 

level, controlling their body movements, and interacting with other people. At one time or 
another, we have all had trouble acting appropriately in the environment we are in. 

For example, maybe it is hard for you to stand still in line when you are waiting 
to go to recess, not hitting back when you are hit, crying when you are tired or 

sad and even yelling when someone accidently steps on your toe. 

Think about how you would feel if you were laughed at, ignored, or stared 
at because of something you could not control. What if something was hard 
for you to do and you were teased for it? In school, everyone has to follow 

the rules; however, following the rules might be a little different for 
each student. Your teacher is in control and it is up to them to de-

termine when someone is doing something that is right or wrong. 
Always make sure you are doing your best and are encouraging 

everyone else in your class to do the same! 

Here are some things to remember when interacting 
with a person with a disability:

- Don’t ignore anyone; introduce yourself

- Don’t point; ask if you can ask them some questions

- Don’t assume anything; get to know them first

- Don’t assume someone needs help;  
ask if they would like help

- Don’t talk to an adult or the  
person with them; talk to  
them directly

When talking to someone with a visual impairment: 

- Let them know who you are so they do not have to guess by the sound of  
 your voice

 
When talking to someone with a hearing impairment: 

- Try not to approach them from behind, you might scare them. 
- Make sure they can see your face and lips clearly as some people read lips. 
- Make sure to keep your hands away from your mouth and don’t chew gum  

while talking to them. 
- Do not be afraid to write what you are trying to say, sometimes communicating in 

writing can help if both people do not know Sign Language. 

When talking to someone that uses a wheelchair: 

- Pull up a chair if talking for a while so the person does 
 not have to look up at you.
- Do not push, pull or lean on their wheelchair unless 

you know they do not mind.

 Remember…

- Do not get upset or embarrassed if you ask someone 
a question or just say hello and they do not respond; 
they might not have heard you or may be unable  
to respond. 

Some people with disabilities use service dogs to help them 
through the day. It is never ok or acceptable to touch, feed, or 
distract a service dog; their owners’ lives depend on it. Just like 
when you are at school and you have to follow certain rules, 
service animals must be attentive, aware, and alert to the needs 
of their owner and the dangers around them. This could be traf-
fic, bicycles, steps, or other people. 

    

Did you know? 

Service dogs can be trained to per-

form a wide range of tasks depending 

on the needs of the particular person 

with a disability. Dogs can be trained to 

guide people who are visually impaired. 

They can alert people who are hearing 

impaired to specific sounds. Dogs can 

learn to get dropped items, open doors, 

and help someone with their balance. 

People with service dogs have access 

to nearly every place where the gener-

al public is welcomed. For example, 

service dogs are permitted to 

ride in taxicabs, buses, and 

trains. They may enter res-

taurants, theaters, hotels, 

and public schools
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Look for Lesson 2 on 
positive interaction in 
the May 11th edition 
of The Oklahoman.

SERVICE DOGS

POSItIVE IntERaCtIOnS



When a student in your classroom is struggling in some way, either because 
of a disability or because of another issue, it is important for you to under-
stand what they are experiencing to assure you can best help them. I sug-
gest you talk with that student alone and let them know that you would 
like to help them, but you will need their help to make this happen. Ask 
your student to express to you how they are feeling by drawing a picture, 
writing or dictating their feelings to you. Are they sad, angry, frustrated 
or feeling alone? By understanding how they feel, you can better support 
them and understand where the behaviors you are seeing are coming 
from. Truly allow your student to communicate to you how they are feel-
ing. Do not dictate their response for them or lead them to confi rm what 
you assume is the problem. This must be their words and their feelings! 
This may take a few days, just be patient and continually encourage them. 
If you care to, share stories about how you problem solve in your own life. 

Provide students with a scenario in which they might be able to offer 
assistance to someone with a disability such as a classmate who uses a 
walker. Ask your students for ideas on how they could help this classmate 
throughout the day (assuming that the student wants help). Write each 
of their ideas on a post-it note or on individual pieces of paper taped to 
the chalkboard; then, narrow all of the suggestions down to the top three 
most helpful suggestions. Discuss why these are the most helpful solutions. 
Be sure to also use the opportunity to discuss what it would be like if the 
person with a disability did not want help or assistance, but it was forced 
upon them by someone trying to “help.” How would they feel? What is it 
like when someone older (brother/sister, parent, teacher) forces them to do 
something they do not want to do?
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You already learned that recreation is what you call the 
activities you do in your free time or just for fun; this 

could be during recess, after school or on the weekends. Peo-
ple do all kinds of recreational activities such as sports, arts 
and crafts, reading, music, traveling or playing games. Your 
recreation time should make you feel happy, creative, and  
relaxed.

Why is it important to have recreation time during  
your day? 

-it increases self-esteem and confidence
-can be a way to get exercise
-gives you a chance to make your own choices
-helps you interact and play with people around you
-helps you feel like you are part of a community
-allows you to do things with your friends
-helps you make new friends
-allows you to be challenged 
-allows you to do what you love
-allows you to experience something new

Think about what you do during recess. Are there students 
in your class or your school that don’t or can’t play with ev-
eryone else during recess? Did you know that a person with a 
disability can play games and have fun at recess just like you? 
They just might need to do it differently. 

Activity: 

1. Play the game “eye spy” 
but with a twist. Instead of 
spying objects based on color, 
play based on shape, texture, the 
objects use, or what room it could be 
used in. Do you enjoy the game any 
more or any less playing this way? Why? 

Activity: 

2. Imagine you loved to read or play on the computer for 
recreation but had a visual impairment. With an adult’s 
permission and using an old pair of reading glasses, rub 
Vaseline on the outside of both lenses. Now, try to read 
your book or play on the computer. How different was 
this activity when you were visually impaired? Did you feel 
frustrated or did you enjoy your activity? Were you as suc-
cessful at it as you would be without the glasses?

“Promise me you’ll always 
remember: You’re braver 

than you believe,  
stronger than you seem,  

and smarter than you think.” 
-Christopher Robin  

to Pooh

Look for Lesson 3 on adaptive recreation in the May 12th edition of The Oklahoman.

spying objects based on color, 
play based on shape, texture, the 
objects use, or what room it could be 
used in. Do you enjoy the game any 

aDapTivE rEcrEaTion

Activities: 

In your classroom or other setting, create two zones; a TRUE zone and a 
FALSE zone. Ask your students a series of questions related to recreation. 
For example, “a person who uses a wheelchair cannot play basketball.” 
Students would then go to either the “TRUE” or “FALSE” zone based 
upon what they feel is the correct answer. Select a few students from 
each zone and have them explain why they feel the question is true or 
false. Keep track of the responses and then address each question when 
the game has fi nished. 

Have your students try to assemble a puzzle or play a game of with socks 
or cleaning gloves on their hands. What limitations did this create for 
each student when wearing the socks or gloves? How could someone 
have offered assistance with the task? How could you change the rules 
of the game or otherwise accommodate a player with a disability? How 
would a person who has diffi culty grabbing small objects but loves mak-
ing necklaces with small beads need to adapt? What about other recre-
ational activities such as sponge painting or drawing? Ask the students 
what other types of activities they enjoy. How could they make those 
games more accommodating?
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People with disabilities can 
do what you can do; they just 

do it in a different way. 

Water ski

Play catch 

Play on the monkey bars 

Snow ski
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Assistive Technology is anything that makes doing 
something easier. 

It can help you do things like: 
-turn the lights on and off
-get ready for school in the morning 
-read and write
-play games
-see and hear
-move around
-eat food

What types of assistive technology do you see in your class-
room right now? Does your class have any of these? How do 
they make doing something easier?

What other types of assistive technology have you seen?

     Activity: 

1. Circle the words or pictures below that are examples 
of assistive technology: 

Elevator, wheelchair, hearing aide, escalator, 

ramp, step stool, sippy cup, scissors, rub-

ber band, can opener, toilet paper holder, 

light switch, gloves, shoe laces, zipper,  

Velcro, floaties.

2. Go home and explain what assistive technology 
is to your family. As a group, walk through your 
house identifying the types of assistive technology 
that your family uses. Share with your classmates 
what you have found. 

     Activity:      Activity: 

1. Circle the words or pictures below that are examples 

what you have found. 
Look for Lesson 4 on assistive technology in the 
May 12th edition of The Oklahoman.

Note from Colleen Iasiello: 
Some disabilities make it very diffi cult to understand and communicate 
with a child; however, there are technology devices available to you that 
can help. I learned through Partners in Policymaking (an adult training 
program provided by the Oklahoma Developmental Disabilities Council to 
individuals interested in becoming an advocate for people with develop-
mental disabilities), that as a public school teacher, there is a wealth of 
resources available that I was unaware of for students with disabilities. You 
will not need assistive technology devices for all students, but as a profes-
sional, you need to know what is available to help your students succeed.

Incorrect pencil hold: There are many styles of pencil grips available. You 
can also add a metal hardware nut to the top of the pencil using tape. This 
will weigh the pencil down so it falls into the correct position, fl at against 
the skin between the thumb and index fi nger. 

Poor muscle strength: Slant boards (easily made using a thick binder) 
dramatically improve a child’s ability to write when poor muscle strength 
is a problem. I tape the paper to the binder to keep it in place. Gradually, 
I replace the binder with skinnier ones until the child’s muscle strength 
improves. Commercial versions are available. 

Diffi culty transitioning and/or dealing with change: Visual schedules are 
very helpful for children who have diffi culty transitioning and/or dealing 
with any change in the normal routine. Students with Autism and Asperger 
Syndrome need to know the what, when and where of their day and any 
change in schedule can be quite diffi cult. Having a visual schedule allows 
them to see what is coming, what needs to be done, what has been accom-
plished. How they are used can be as diversifi ed as the individual children 
using them. 

Diffi culty staying focused and completing assignments: Simple timers may 
prove benefi cial in allowing these students to see how much time they’ve 
used and how much time is remaining. It is also helpful to require smaller 
chunks of time (10 minutes) with small breaks in-between (2 minutes) for 
completing tasks. 

Sensory diffi culties: Some students with sensory diffi culties have trouble 
spacing out their letters on standard lined paper. Some larger stores offer 
paper with slightly raised lines that is helpful for students because they can 
feel the top, middle and bottom lines with their hands. For other students, 
I have taped cloth to the table if the feeling of their skin on the table was 
uncomfortable for them. 
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Text Telephone (TTY) 
 
This lets people who are hearing impaired use the tele-
phone to communicate with each other. It works like a 
phone but instead of talking to each other, two people can 
type what they would like to say and it appears on their 
friend’s phone; the friend can then respond. 

Augmented Alternative Communication Devices   

This is a picture driven machine that makes a sound or says 
a word when a picture is touched. A person may touch a 
picture of someone going outside when they want to go 
outside and the machine will say “May I go outside?”

Walk Signal

For people who are visually impaired, this sign beeps to let 
them know when it is and isn’t safe to cross the street. WatchMinder

 
Just like an alarm clock telling you when to wake up, this 
watch can be set to go off over 16 times a day, each for a 
different reason. It will also tell you what you need to do, 
so if someone has a disability where it is harder for them to 
remember things, they have help 
to remember important things 
throughout the day. It can say 
things like: “Go to school”, 
“medicine”, “lunch”, “school 
bus” and more! 

so if someone has a disability where it is harder for them to 
remember things, they have help 
to remember important things 
throughout the day. It can say 
things like: “Go to school”, 
“medicine”, “lunch”, “school 
bus” and more! 

to remember important things 
throughout the day. It can say 
things like: “Go to school”, 
“medicine”, “lunch”, “school 

?
What

Sad

Outside Rain Sun Medicine

Happy Listen Finish

Go Yes No

assisTivE TEchnology

Note from Colleen Iasiello: 
Creating custom accommodations for student with disabilities. 

I work hard to empower my students with knowledge about their dis-
abilities and make them responsible for getting, using, storing, and caring 
for themselves and their adaptive pieces of equipment. Here are some 
examples of how I have empowered my students in years past. I hope these 
provide some inspiration and support for you.

I taught a student who would avoid going to the bathroom every day and 
as result began to have frequent accidents. After visiting with the student 
and her parents, we discovered that the noise and speed of the automatic 
fl ush on the toilets petrifi ed her. So, her Grandma and I created a Velcro 
patch, one side of which was nicely decorated, that was placed over the 
sensor on the toilet. Then, with the student’s permission, we talked about 
this students’ fear with the class and asked for a volunteer who would 
place the nicely decorated patch over the sensor when their teammate 
needed to use the bathroom. That same student was then responsible for 
removing it when the student was done. I was proud to see that several 
students raised their hands to volunteer to help. My student was respon-
sible for getting the patch out of her cubby, giving it to the volunteer, and 
after washing her hands, returning it to her cubby. It was misplaced a few 
times, but the natural consequences of using it without the sensor cover 
taught her to be more responsible and in control of her own needs. She is 
now a happy student who has outgrown her fear and is more empowered 
than ever! 

I taught a child with a severe sensory integration disability who wore the 
same pants and long sleeved shirt every day, despite the temperature or 
time of year. He would often cover his ears because of the noise level in 
the classroom and he could not tolerate most textures. He was a student 
who was non-verbal and was severely lacking in social skills. For these 
reasons, he was diffi cult to assess, hard to include, somber, and withdrawn. 

It was my daily goal to assure he was able to participate to the best of his 
abilities. When making Papier Mache globes, I had a student volunteer to 
place the stripes of gooey paper on this student’s balloon. I then had my 
student with the sensory integration diffi culties smooth out the strips of 
paper with a large paint brush. In case he came in contact with the “goo,” 
I had a bucket of water and paper towels next to us for a quick hand wash. 
My student learned that he could participate in all of our class activities, 
but that he needed to trust his peers to do so. At the same time, our class 
learned to read and respect his body language and assure that his needs 
were met. I gave him a notebook so he could write to and communicate 
with me. At the end of the year we had a class program that was per-
formed on a stage with full costumes, singing and dancing. He had become 
more verbal throughout the year and told me he didn’t want to partici-
pate. I told him he was part of our team and he had to participate but he 
could choose the capacity. He chose to be my stagehand and made the 
props, handed them out as they were needed and gathered them after-
wards. He held my script, turned the CD player on and off and knew the 
program inside out. He fully participated; it just looked different. Today 
he is a serious but happy 10th grader who is smart and can take care of his 
own needs. He does things different, but different is ok! 

I taught a student who did not have complete use of her hands due to 
her disability. She was diffi cult to understand and used a wheelchair. Over 
time, I learned to glue things, wrap things, use tape and more to allow her 
as much independent hands-on interaction as possible; I learned as I went. I 
never assumed she couldn’t do something and was always ready to get cre-
ative when a need presented itself. If any child struggles, disability or not, 
it is my responsibility to fi nd a way to help them. This will look different for 
every student, just as it does for each of us. I place my hands differently on 
the steering wheel than my husband, my seat position is different and our 
radio volume is set at different levels. I ask for directions and he doesn’t, 
but somehow we always arrive at the same destination, regardless of the 
differences in how we got there!
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Text Telephone (TTY) 
 
This lets people who are hearing impaired use the tele-
phone to communicate with each other. It works like a 
phone but instead of talking to each other, two people can 
type what they would like to say and it appears on their 
friend’s phone; the friend can then respond. 

Augmented Alternative Communication Devices   

This is a picture driven machine that makes a sound or says 
a word when a picture is touched. A person may touch a 
picture of someone going outside when they want to go 
outside and the machine will say “May I go outside?”

Walk Signal

For people who are visually impaired, this sign beeps to let 
them know when it is and isn’t safe to cross the street. WatchMinder

 
Just like an alarm clock telling you when to wake up, this 
watch can be set to go off over 16 times a day, each for a 
different reason. It will also tell you what you need to do, 
so if someone has a disability where it is harder for them to 
remember things, they have help 
to remember important things 
throughout the day. It can say 
things like: “Go to school”, 
“medicine”, “lunch”, “school 
bus” and more! 

?
What

Sad

Outside Rain Sun Medicine

Happy Listen Finish

Go Yes No

assisTivE TEchnology
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How could you recreate or rebuild this cafeteria table so that a 
classmate who uses a wheelchair could be included at the table 
and in conversations and not be forced to sit at the end of the 
table because there is no other space for their wheelchair?

Think of a way a coach or teacher could communicate the playing instruc-
tions during a game to a student who has a hearing impairment. 

Design a new type of seatbelt that a student with a physical disability could 
release quickly by them self in an emergency (car accident, car fire). 

CAFETERIA TABLECAFETERIA TABLE

SPORTS FIELDSPORTS FIELD

SEATBELTSEATBELT

Additional Resources: 
The Oklahoma Assistive Technology Center ( HYPERLINK “http://www.
theoatc.org” www.theoatc.org) in Oklahoma City has resources and sup-
ports for teachers and students. Through a contract with the Oklahoma 
State Department of Education, they provide on-site assistive technology 
consultations, assistive technology evaluations, team trainings, hands-on 
computer lab training, curriculum, and loan programs. 

Oklahoma ABLE Tech (www.okabletech.okstate.edu) provides AT through 
four core programs: demonstration centers, short-term equipment loan, AT 
reutilization, and low interest bank loans for the purchase of AT. ABLE Tech 
provides outreach, information and assistance services, and training on 
various AT topics as well as collaborates with state agencies and organiza-
tions to enhance the understanding and access to AT.

Activities: 

Write the word ATTITUDE vertically down the side of a paper. Assign a 
number to each letter according to its place in alphabetical order. Ex. A-1, 
B-2...Z-26. Now add the numbers together and tell me what % you get. 
You may use assistive technology (calculator) if you want or need one. In all 
things, attitude will make or break you.

Have each student identify a piece of “assistive technology” that people 
use everyday such as glasses, computers, cross walk zones, calculators, re-
mote controls, automatic doors, etc. Also see if students can come up ways 
to make common everyday devices more accessible like vibrating alarm 
clock or blinking smoke alarms.
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Note from Colleen Iasiello: 

Disability and ability arrive in our classrooms everyday disguised as our 
students. The decisive element in how we embrace both is our attitude. We 
signed up to teach not only the smart ones, or the clean ones, or the happy 
ones, or the rich ones; we signed up to teach, period. There is no fi ne print 
that allows us to opt out of our disabilities or those of our students; but, 
there are resources to help us through them. This program might be yours! 

The importance of reading: 

The more “normal” disabilities become, the sooner we can break down 
the many walls that exist for people with disabilities. During your class 
story time or in your classroom library, be sure to incorporate books about 
children with disabilities. Make these books just as common as the other 
books you have; this will in turn reinforce the idea disabilities are a part of 
everyday life. 

Here are some general tips for integrating these types of books into your 
classroom as suggested by Greenbaum, Varas and Markel:

- The book should consider the whole person, not just the effects of the 
disability. 

- The book should talk about the person’s feelings toward the disability 
and toward life in general. Both positive and negative feelings should be 
included. 

- The book should picture individuals in a variety of settings; both where 
their disability makes a difference and where it is incidental.

- The book should show the person with a disability interacting with 
people who are not disabled. 

- The book should encourage attitudes of acceptance and respect rather 
than pity. 

Activity: 

Gather a variety of books from your school library without worrying about 
the grade or reading level. Include books with interesting titles, different 
sizes, cover pictures, blank covers, chapters, etc. Ask students to select 3-5 
books they would like to read, or have read to them, based solely on how 
the book looks. Discuss and record why they picked each book and then 
read the 3 books receiving the most votes. Revisit the selection process 
and compare their initial impressions of the book to their fi nal impressions 
after the book was read. Introduce the concept of “never judge a book by 
its cover.”

Additional Resources: 

The Oklahoma Developmental Disabilities Council has a suitcase full of 
books in their offi ce in Oklahoma City related to disabilities that teach-
ers can check out for free for their classroom. The books included in this 
suitcase are: 

ODDC Suitcase Book List
Why Can’t Jimmy Sit Still?
Sandra L. Tunis, Ph.D.
The Secret Code
Danna Meachen Rau
The Don’t Give Up Kid and Learning Differences
Jeanne Gehret, M.A.
Taking Speech Disorders to School
John E. Bryant
Taking Diabetes to School
Kim Gosselin
Taking Cerebral Palsy to School
Mary Elizabeth Anderson
Taking ADD. to School
Ellen Weiner
Taking Dyslexia to School
Lauren E. Moynihan
Taking Cystic Fibrosis to School
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Cynthia S. Henry
Taking Asthma to School
Kim Gosselin
Let’s Talk About It: Extraordinary Friends
Fred Rogers
Susan Laughs
Jeanne Willis
Someone Special Just Like You
Tricia Brown
Teaching Children with Speech and Language Diffi culties
Deirdre Martin
You’re Going to Love this Kid! Teaching Students with Autism in the Inclu-
sive Classroom
Paula Kluth
The Language of Toys: Teaching Communication Skills to Children with 
Special Needs
Sue Schwarts, Ph.D
Including Students with Severe and Multiple Disabilities in Typical Class-
rooms
June E. Downing
Inclusion
Peggy A. Hammeken
Teaching Kids with Learning Diffi culties in the Regular Classroom
Susan Winebrenner
Complete Learning Disabilities Handbook
Joan M. Harwell
How to Reach and Teach All Students in the Inclusive Classroom
Sandra F. Rief / Julie A. Heimburge
The ADHD Book of Lists
Sandra F. Rief 
The Inclusive Early Childhood Classroom
Patti Gould / Joyce Sullivan
Spoken Language Diffi culties
Lynn Stuart / Felicity Wright / Sue Grigor / Alison Howey
Building Blocks for Teaching Preschoolers with Special Needs
Susan R. Sandall / Ilene S. Schwartz
Power Cards
Elisa Gagnon
Different Just Like Me
Lori Mitchell
Mandy Sue Day
Roberta Karim
The Lion Who Had Asthma
Nadine Bernard Westcott
The Alphabet War
Diane Burton Robb
Rolling Along: The Story of Taylor and His Wheelchair
Jamee Riggio Heelan, OTR/L
Thank You Mr. Falker
Patricia Polacco
My Friend with Autism
Beverly Bishop
Andy and His Yellow Frisbee
Mary Thompson
Cory Stories, A Kid’s Book About Living with ADHD
Jeanne Kraus
Zack the Prairie Dog
S. Charles Decker 

Other additional resources provided by the Oklahoma Developmental Dis-
abilities Council include:

Justin A. McCurry Library and Resource Center - Located in the council’s of-
fi ce at Shepherd Mall, the Justin A. McCurry Library and Resource Center is 
a specialty library that contains books, videos and other resources covering 
a wide range of disability related topics. Information is also available on 
resources and programs to help you locate the services you or your family 
may need. 

Consumer Involvement Fund -A small pool of funds available for advo-
cates in the disability fi eld to participate in conferences. Requests must be 
received a minimum of 12 weeks prior to travel dates. 

Professional Development Fund - A small pool of funds available for pro-
fessionals in the disability fi eld to participate in conferences. Requests must 
be received a minimum of 12 weeks prior to travel dates. 

Youth Leadership Forum - A leadership training academy held each sum-
mer for students with disabilities entering their junior or senior year in 
High School. This free fi ve day forum includes activities and speakers who 
promote lifelong leadership skills.

Partners in Policymaking - A nine-month intensive advocacy training pro-
gram for parents of children with disabilities, self-advocates and profes-
sionals in the fi eld of disabilities. The meetings are held one weekend per 
month between August and May. Each meeting is dedicated to learning 
skills to be an active partner with those who make policy, and to advocate 
for supports and services to increase independence, productivity and inclu-
sion into the community for persons with disabilities. This program is free 
for anyone who is accepted to participate.

About Colleen Iasiello: 

Colleen Iasiello is a public school educator in Yukon, Oklahoma. She has 
served as a teacher for more than 17 years, and while not a certifi ed 
Special Education Instructor, through her life and work experiences she has 
developed a passion for and commitment to children with disabilities.

Her affi nity for children with disabilities began when she herself was an 
elementary school student. Quite unexpectedly, she discovered in her 
elementary school – tucked away in a secluded part of the school – a 

classroom of students who had disabilities. Naturally inquisitive, she asked 
her teacher about those students and was told they were not to be talked 
about. 

During high school, Colleen walked by her old elementary school every 
day, thinking about those children. Older and wiser, she knew more about 
the reasons given for isolating these students; but she was still concerned 
about them. Why were they never on the playground? Why didn’t they 
ride the bus? Why weren’t they pictured in the yearbook?

During her junior year in high school, Colleen volunteered to work with 
the children in that classroom. Says Colleen, “I don’t know how I convinced 
the principal to let me go; but I remember having to write a letter to the 
Board of Education.” Once approved, Colleen met those students for the 
fi rst time. Among the disabilities represented in that fi rst classroom were 
Down Syndrome, hearing impairment, and physical disabilities which 
required the use of a wheelchair. She loved it. That experience led to a 
summer job working with adults with developmental disabilities at a local 
Parks Department.

After graduating high school, Colleen married and moved away from her 
hometown. She assumed her path would not again cross a large group of 
people with developmental disabilities, but more than 10 years later, Col-
leen decided to pursue a teaching profession. As she worked toward her 
teaching degree, Colleen thought again about those students tucked away 
in a basement classroom. Surely after so many years, she thought, schools 
had become more progressive in serving these students. That thought came 
crashing down when she realized she would only be required to take one 
course on special education. That course dealt mainly with education law 
and such practical knowledge as writing IEPs. The focus of the class was not 
about teaching strategies for students with disabilities, or information on 
the types of disabilities that might be represented in a classroom. “That’s 
when I realized children with disabilities were still being segregated. It 
was beyond my comprehension. How could schools decide who should and 
should not be exposed to the full spectrum curriculum? How could teach-
ers pre-determine the potential in any student based solely on a disability 
diagnosis? I didn’t imagine our society would so blatantly discriminate and 
ignore ability and possibility,” says Colleen.

Her fi rst classroom was an inclusive classroom – children with and without 
disabilities. She has received accolades from her students, their parents, 
and school administration for her gift of reaching and teaching students 
with a wide variety of physical, intellectual, and emotional disabilities. 
Instead of focusing on disability, Colleen focuses on POSSIBILITY. Possibility 
is something Colleen sees in EVERY child. She accepts every challenge with 
a positive attitude and sees that as the key to her success.

Another key to success: INCLUSION. Colleen was strongly infl uenced by the 
Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court Decision, which concludes, 
“Separate is never equal.” Colleen doesn’t believe inclusion or exclusion 
should be presented as a choice – everyone needs to belong and feel 
valued for who they are, all their strengths and weaknesses. Colleen learns 
from her students every day, and actively seeks new ways to positively af-
fect each of her students.

A fi nal word from Colleen: “I believe that as you and your students work 
through the lessons, you will come to embrace the idea that disabilities 
are a natural part of the human experience. There can be a difference in 
how we communicate with and teach students with disabilities, but dis-
ability itself is a simple matter of fact; we are the ones that make them so 
perplexing.”


